
MOTIVATION  
HoME- House. Music. Europe  
 
Matija Schellander composer, double bass player and electronic musician and 
Leonie Spitzer, artist and spatial designer.  
 
We would like to contribute and participate with our experiences and 
expertises to HoME- House. Music. Europe for three reasons.  
 
1. On the one hand because of the topic of interculturalism and/or Europe that 
often matters in our professional, as well as in our private lives. 
For one reason or the other we speak four languages all together and 
understand several others due to our familiy backgrounds and our/their 
nomadic life choices.  
 
2. Secondly we are intrigued by the formal opportunity of collecting and 

edifying soundspheres that are generated by local communities visiting the 
portable house-shaped installation in four countries in Europe, provided by 
HoME- House. Music. Europe.  

 
Aspects we´d like to focus upon collecting (proposal) 
  
 *language - sounds made by humans - make usage of the mere 
characteristics of  sounds regarding and/or disregarding of it´s meaning 
 
 *sound collection of european fairytales  
 we ask people to tell their fairytales. What are the similarities, 
differences from a  phonetic and cultural perspective 
  
• intimate sing songs 
 visitors are asked to sing a song that their grandparents generation has 
sung to  them or belongs to a time and place that is familiar to them 
  
• say a word that isn´t used anymore, tell us why and what is means 
 
• we want to amplify this audio/video material by field recordings made in 

the surroundings of the HoME installation, capturing also the outside 
of the HoME. 

 
 
3. Also we are thrilled to engage in an interdisciplinary processes with other 
artists throughout Europe and collaborate in the creation of a series of 
collective works based on the collected materials. Possible outcome of our 
artistic documentation includes video works, electro-acoustic sound 
installation, live painting and sound improvisation, compositions for music 
ensembles. 

  



CV		

Matija	Schellander,	born	1981	in	Ludmannsdorf-Bilčovs,	Austria.	Studied	
Contrabass	at	the	Konservatorium	Wien	University	and	completed	the	Computer	
Music	and	new	Media	course	(ELAK)	at	the	University	of	Music	and	Performing	
Arts	Vienna.	His	influences	range	from	Musique	Concrete	to	Hip-hop,	Techno,	
Improv,	Jazz,	New	Music,	Early	Music	to	traditional	and	Film	music.	He	works	
with	Instruments	as	well	as	»field	recordings«,	in	the	studio	and	on	stage.	Sound	
colors,	sampling,	and	organically	moving	Sound	Images	are	central	artistic	
elements.	

He	lives	and	works	as	a	composer	and	contrabassist	and	electronic	musician	in	
Vienna	and	composes	for	music	ensembles,	theater,	contemporary	dance	and	
film.	He	founded	the	electroacoustic	duo	Rdeča	Raketa	with	Maja	Osojnik,	
regularly	works	with	Italian	sound	artist	Attila	Faravelli	on	performance	based	
field	recordings.	He	has	released	the	double	CD	»foreign	correspondents«	with	
Noid	and	Ryu	Hankil,	a	document	of	their	east	asia	tour	in	2015.	He	has	founded	
the	quartet	„blue	mistake,	red	mistake“	with	Yan	Jun,	Jean-Luc	Guionnet	and	
Seijiro	Murayama.	It	will	release	a	CD	on	Ftarri	Records	Tokyo	in	2020.	

He	collaborates	regularly	with	theater	directors	Ivna	Žic	and	Fran-Xaver	Mayr,	
they	worked	at	Theater	Neumarkt	Zürich,	Theater	Basel,	Schauspielhaus	Graz,	
Schauspielhaus	Wien,	Theater	Ulm,	among	others.		

The	radio-play	„Wendy	Pferd	Tod	Mexiko“	that	premiered	on	Radio	Ö1	Austria	in	
2018,	a	collaboration	with	author	Natascha	Gangl	and	musician	Maja	Osojnik	
was	awarded	the	best	radio-play	at	the	Berlin	Radio	play	Festival	2018.	In	2020	
the	trio	released	their	second	piece	“	

	

	


